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Example: 

T(s) = 
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Hence, the corresponding rational form is 

If 

(7)  becomes [ 1 ] 

T(s) 
- (8s+6s2+s3)G2(s)+15(1+7s+2s2)(1+C1(s)G2(s)} 

(15 + 23s + 9s’ + s3) G ~ ( s )  + 15 (16 + 13s + 2s’) (1 + Gl(s) G,(s)} ‘ 

(8) 

An extension of the above approach to [ 21 can easily  be  conceived. 
A detailed analysis will be presented elsewhere [ 31. 
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Adaptive Filtering in the Frequency Domain 
MAURO  DENTINO, JOHN MCCOOL, AND BERNARD  WIDROW 

Akmct-Adaptive filtering in the frequency domain can be accom- 
plished by Fourier transformation of the input si@ and independent 
weighting of the amtents of each frequency bin. The frequency- 
domain filter pexforms - to a conventional adaptive transversal 
filter but promises a significant reduction in computation when the 
number of weights equals or exceeds 16. 
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Adaptive filters are  used in a wide variety of applications, including 
statistical prediction, interference canceling, array phasing, and channel 
equalization in communication systems [1]-[4]. In the normalimple- 
mentation the  outputs of a tapped delay line are weighted  and  summed 
under control of a recursive algorithm to form the filter output.  The 
most commonly used algorithm at  the present time is the Widrow-Hoff 
least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm [ 51. The purpose of this note is to 
describe a new method of adaptive filtering, based on  a complex form 
of  the LMS algorithm and performed in the frequency rather than the 
time domain. This method promises great improvements in computa- 
tional efficiency when the number of adaptive weights is large. 

A conventional timedomain adaptive filter is shown in Fig. 1. The 
discrete input signal is represented by xi, the output signal by yj, and 
the “desired  response” by dp The  latter IS a training signal  necessary to 
effect the adaptive process and whose derivation generally requires some 
ingenuity. The LMS algorithm is represented by 

Wj+l = wj + 21€jXj (1) 

where Wi and Xi are vectors representing, respectively, the filter weights 
and the outputs of the tapped delay line at time j :  

T 

T- 
wi = [ W I ~  w2b * * 9 wnjl (2) 

(3) 
The error ej is the difference between the desired  response  and the fflter 
output 

xj - [X? 5-1, - * * 

e j =  d j -  (4) 

where the filter output is  given by 

yj = xi’wj. ( 5 )  

The term p in (1) is a constant that governs rate of convergence and 
whose proper choice ensures stability of the adaptive process The 
weights are updated at the  input sampling  rate. 

The frequency-domain LMS adaptive filter, illustrated in Fig. 2, is 
similar in general configuration to the conventional timedomain filter. 
The input signal xi and desired response dp however, are accumulated 
in buffer memories (not shown in Fig. 2) to form n-point data blocks. 
They are then transformed by n-point FFT’s. Each of the  FFT outputs 
comprises a set of n complex numbers. The desired response transform 
values are subtracted from the input transform values at Corresponding 
frequencies to form n complex error signals There are n complex 
weights, one corresponding to each spectral bin.  Each  weight is inde 
pendently updated once for each data block. The weighted outputs are 
not summed but are fed to an inverse FFT operator to produce the 
output signal ~ j - ~ ,  delayed by the number of samples n in the  input 
data block. 

The complex LMS algorithm is given in [a]  as 

wj+1 = wj + 2pejXj (6)  

where the overbar denotes complex conjugate. This algorithm was d e  
vised for the filtering of complex signals in the time domain but can be 
appiied  in the frequency domain by providing each complex weight 
with an individual error signal. The Zth complex weight for the Zth fre- 
quency is then updated according to 

Wl(k + 1) = wr(k) + 2M€l(k) %(k) (7) 

where wl(k + 1) is the Zth complex weight after adaptation with the  kth 
n-point input  data block. Since each weight is adapted only once for 
each n-point data block, the number of adaptations required to obtain 
output  data similar to those obtained with the conventional time- 
domain filter is reduced by a factor of n. The value of the adaptive 
constant p may accordingly be increased by a factor of n. The larger 
value of p,  corresponding to less frequent adaptation, permits a lower- 
ing of the weight resolution requirements for the frequency-domain 
filter by a factor of n, so that the number of  bits required to store each 
weight can be reduced by log2 n, simplifying the weight update 
arithmetic. 

The difference in computational requirements of the conventional 
and frequency-domain LMS adaptive filters can perhaps best be demon- 
strated in terms of number of multiply operations required to produce 
a given amount of output data To produce n output  data points with 
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Fig. 1.  Conventional  LMS  adaptive  filtering. 
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Fig. 2. LMS adaptive  filtering  in  the  frequency  domain. 

the  conventional  fdter  requires nz adaptations and  2nz real multiplies. 
To produce the same output  with  the  frequencydomain filter requires 
(3n/2) logz n complex  multiplies for the three n-point FFF’s and 2n 
complex  multiplies  for the complex  weighting and weight  updating. 
The  ratio of  complex  multiplies  required by  the  frequencydomain 
filter to real  multiplies  required by  the  conventional filter. is thus 

complex  multiplies (3nP) log2 n + 2n 3 logz n + 4 -=-- 
real multiplies i n 2  4n 

. (8) 

With n = 4, this ratio is 0.833;  with n = 16 it is 0.250; with n = 128  it is 
0.0469; and  with n = 1024 it  is  0.0083.  With n = 4 there is thus no 
reduction  in  computational requirements,  while with n = 16  the  poten- 
tial reduction  factor is approximately  4,  and  with n = 1024 it is greater 
than  two  orders  of magnitude. 

It is apparent  that in  many practical cases the savings resulting  from 
use of the  frequencydomain  technique are substantial, so much so that 
even when one  takes  into  account.the  additional  computing of three 
FFT‘s per datablock, it pays to use this technique and to recover the fil- 

tered signal from its transform. Using conventional digital techniques, 
the  output can be accumulated  in  a  buffer memory and  “stitched 
together,”  creating a continuous  though delayed  flow of  output data 
In this way  any  large  adaptive digital filter can be efficiently realized by 
a  combination of the complex LMS and FFT algorithms. If one requires 
only the transform of  the  output  or its power spectrum,  the  third FFT 
computation can be eliminated. 
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